
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Swim Meet Information… 
Everything You Wanted to Know but Were Afraid to Ask 

 
What to Take to the Meet 
1. Swim suit; plus swim cap and goggles if your swimmer uses them. 
2. Two (2) towels; one to sit on and one to dry off with. 
3. Team T-shirt. This will be given out from 7:30-8am at Picture Day, or from a Board Member after that day. 
4. Sunscreen: ALREADY APPLIED.  
5. Games. Examples of these are travel games, cards, coloring books, anything to help pass the time. Please do not let 

your swimmer bring expensive games, as the area is not monitored. 
6. Drinks and food. More specifically, water, Gatorade or fruit juice. Granola bars, fun fruits or small sandwiches. Aim 

for something healthy, and remind your swimmer to stay hydrated. It will be hot at the meets. Please make sure 
your swimmer puts all of their trash in the trash bag. It is unfair for the older swimmers to have to pick up 
everyone’s trash at the end of the meet. 

 
What Parents Should Take to the Meet 
1. Lawn chairs, snack and water. Please note, some pools will have vending machines, but no snack shacks.  
2. Sunscreen, fan or water sprayer. 
3. Toys for siblings. 
4. Camera/video camera. 
5. A positive, fun attitude! Remember this is not the Olympics. Cheer on all of the Dobson Dolphin swimmers. 
 
Before the Meet Starts 
1. Make sure you know which pool the meet will be held at. The weekly newsletters, “The Splash” as well as our 

website, www.dobsondolphins.com will provide that information.  
2. Arrive at the pool at least 15 minutes before the scheduled warm-up time begins. Coaches will tell the swimmers 

what time to be there. This information can also be found in “The Splash”.  
3. Upon arrival, find a place to put your swimmer’s towel and swim bag. The team always sits in one place together, so 

look for familiar faces, i.e., coaches, other swimmers as well as our team banners. 
4. Please check in with the coaches as soon as you arrive and have your swimmer follow all instructions given to 

him/her by coach. Remind them that while in team area, the coaches are in charge, and they must be given their full 
attention and respect. Also, the team line-up volunteer is in charge and to be respected.  

5. It is very important for all swimmers to warm up with their team. Coaches will tell the swimmers where and when 
they will warm up in the pool.  

6. After warm-up, swimmers are to go back to the team area and wait until their event is called. Now is the time for a 
quick trip to the bathroom or to hydrate with fluids. 



7. Because of insurance purposes, parents are not allowed on the pool deck, unless they are serving in an official 
capacity. Similarly, all questions concerning meet results should be referred to the coach after the meet is over. 

  
Meet Starts 
1. Swimmers are generally lined up from youngest to oldest and separated by age groups. Girls will swim the first heats 

(races) of each age group. For example, girls 6 & under will swim first and then boys 6 & under will follow. You can 
expect at least 4-8 heats for each age group. Continuing after the 6 & under boys will be the 7-8 year old girls, etc. 
Remember these heats will go fast. If you don’t want to miss your child swim, stay focused on the lane they will be 
swimming in. The Dobson Dolphins will be swimming in the same 2 lanes most of the time.  

2. Your child is to report back to the team area after their heat.  
3. After the swim event is over you can expect the coaches to provide the swimmers with positive comments as well as 

suggestions for improvements. Don’t forget to tell your swimmer what a great job he/she did and how proud you 
are of them; regardless of what color ribbon they are bringing home. Focus on the positive. If your swimmer had a 
disappointing swim, ask him or her how they think they can improve their next meet. Check to see if they improved 
their time and emphasize that fact. If you or your swimmer has specific stroke technique questions that have not 
been addressed, please feel free to discuss with the coaches after the meet. 

4. Please check in with the coaches before leaving to make sure your swimmer is not included in a relay. 
 

Remember – this is a recreation team. 
We want everyone to be with their friends, learn, be safe, 

and HAVE A FUN SUMMER! 
                          

 

 


